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Leadership That Counts

Challenging Organisations and Society

Tom Brown and Gary Wagenheim

Editorial 
Leadership That Counts

In August 2015 we gathered at the Segal Graduate School of Business in 
Vancouver for a provocative dialogue on 21st century leadership  Liselotte  
Zvacek was there with her camera to record our progress  Her photographs 
in this issue will help new readers “put names to faces” and give some sense 
of the dynamic nature of our day together 

Conference organizers: (L-R) Andrea Schueller, Gary Wagenheim, Maria Spindler,  
Tom Brown, Liselotte Zvacek
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Small group presentation: (L-R) Debra 
Hoggan, Alice MacGillivray, Andrea 
Schueller, Tom Brown, Erica Groschler

Welcome: (L-R) Debra Hoggan, Tamara 
Goddard, Michelle Cornfield

Discussion: (L-R) Tom Culham, Lorne 
Blackman

Discussion: (L-R) Liselotte Zvacek, 
Heesoon Bai

Discussions: (L-R) Maria Spindler, 
Debra Hoggan, Tamara Goddard, Gary 
Wagenheim 

Small group presentation: (L-R) Debra 
Hoggan, Tamara Goddard, Mark Selman
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Our dialogue had a particularly controversial moment when participants 
disagreed about how to measure leadership results, and about what should or 
could be measured in leadership  We invited authors to continue and expand 
on that discussion by contributing an article that explored William Bruce 
Cameron’s axiom, also attributed to Einstein, that “not everything that can be 
counted counts, and not everything that counts can be counted.”

It was our assumption that there were many ways to evaluate how well a 
leader, organization, or society is doing  Also, that these multiple ways could 
(should) be more holistic in nature in that they improved the organization 
and society beyond the bottom line 

We asked authors to focus on exploring 21st century leadership by consider-
ing these questions:

• How might leaders do well by doing good? Might a balanced scorecard 
measurement enable doing well (results) while doing good (means)?

• Is it important to measure leadership? Why?

• Do certain 21st century challenges change the nature of leadership and how 
leaders are measured?

• If we change our counting, do we change our leadership?

• If we change our leadership, do we change our counting?

• How do differences in gender, age, ethnicity, nationality, or profession 
change what we count, and our notion of leadership?

As is our tradition, we encouraged articles that were jointly authored, when 
possible, and that built and strengthened connections between colleagues 
from around the world  We encouraged authors to link theory and practice 
while utilizing a multidisciplinary reflective approach  In this way, we hoped 
to encourage new ways of working together, new perspectives on leadership, 
and new possibilities for future positive sustainable action in the world 
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On all these dimensions we have succeeded  The five articles in this collec-
tion respond directly or indirectly to one or more of the questions posed 
above  Yet what is most remarkable about this collection is the degree of 
divergence these articles represent: they are, we might say, “all over the map” 
and the result manages to be both disconcerting and reassuring at the same 
time  

In the 21st century our maps locate us with uncanny precision in the physical 
world  Car navigation systems know before we do at which streets we must 
turn right or left, and they update our instructions in real time, responding 
to changes in traffic conditions  Our cell phones keep track of our altitude, 
our compass heading, how many steps we have walked, how many flights of 
stairs we have climbed, today, last week, on average  They extrapolate from 
our physical movements the implications for our health  We seem to know 
precisely where we are going, how to get there, and what it will be like when 
we arrive 

In seeking to map the landscape of 21st century leadership, we find ourselves 
a bit like explorers encountering the New World  There is much that seems 
familiar and accessible, while other territory feels different, even strange, 
and calls for new ways of seeing  In separate articles MacGillivray & Litwin 
and Jones & Hunter suggest that we needn’t abandon all our survey instru-
ments at the shore, provided we are careful about who does the measuring, 
what gets measured, and to what end the measuring is done  Maybe meas-
urement itself is the problem, as Bai, Chang & Cohen suggest, and we need 
to experience this new world before we pretend to map it  If it is true that 
we find ourselves without maps, Green reassures us, we can find our way by 
following metaphors that connect the strange to the familiar  Or perhaps, 
extrapolating from Varley’s article, we already have good maps, prepared 
long ago by those who arrived before us, and our task in the 21st century is to 
learn how to read them 

“Are We There Yet? Are Perceptions of Results Shaped by Gender?” by Alice 
MacGillivray and Anne Litwin explores how the perception of leadership 
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results may vary by gender  They use their own consulting experience and 
theory to investigate how workplace values and results are named and 
framed  They argue that masculine approaches to leadership may be more 
visible and more highly valued, whereas feminine approaches are presently 
less visible and less valued  While they found that leadership results are rare-
ly explored through a gender lens, they conclude that embracing a diversity 
of leadership approaches and rebalancing what is valued may have implica-
tions for better leadership 

In “A Reflective Hybrid Approach to Connecting Leadership Style and Stake-
holder Perspective” Huw Jones and Keith Hunter examine employee percep-
tions of leadership styles and perceived ‘results’ in terms of organizational 
culture towards three key stakeholder groups: customers, community, and 
employees  They conclude that leadership style (transformational vs  trans-
actional) has a clear impact on organizational culture outcomes  While they 
conclude organizations seeking better alignment with stakeholders inside 
and outside the organization would be better served with a transformational 
leadership style, they find a surprising relationship between transactional 
leadership and the stakeholder dimension of social responsibility  Their ar-
ticle provides a basis for understanding the effect of leadership style on or-
ganizational culture results 

“When the Immeasurable Leads: A Pedagogical Dialogue” by Heesoon Bai, 
Dave Chang, and Avraham Cohen problematizes the modernist focus on 
measurement  Of course some things must be measured if we are to make 
sense of them, but it is equally true that some things must be experienced for 
them to mean anything at all, and the authors contend that the balance be-
tween what is measured and what is experienced—between objectivity and 
subjectivity—has become dangerously skewed  We measure what is easy to 
measure and then (over) value it simply because it has been measured  Their 
radical suggestion is that we deliberately shift priories and privilege experi-
ence first 
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In “The Metaphor as Stepping Stone: Navigating Postmodern Uncertainty” 
Larry Green argues that the 21st century represents a “sea change” for lead-
ership  When former certainties have been revealed to be “contingent, even 
arbitrary”, managers must learn to navigate in response to emergent con-
ditions, conditions for which reliable maps do not exist  In such a world, 
leaders are more like explorers, scanning for useful possibilities, rather than 
pilgrims who know the destination in advance  In such a world, metaphors 
may suggest useful ways to proceed and can empower leaders to take the first 
step into the unknown 

In her article “The Challenges of Indigenous Leadership within Mainstream 
Organizations” Leslie Varley explores her personal leadership journey navi-
gating both cultural systems  Leslie reflects on her own challenges as an In-
digenous leader in a mainstream organization seeking to remain true to her 
values while successfully managing projects and working to create a more 
culturally inclusive organization  Drawing on her personal experience and 
deep knowledge of Indigenous and mainstream culture, she offers sugges-
tions for how mainstream organizations could be more culturally inclusive 
by incorporating critical reflection and listening skills 

Finally, in a short internal dialogue, Christian Stary uses the example of an 
externally imposed regulation to demonstrate how problems may become 
intractable unless the systemic view of the organization enlarges to include 
the intangible, socio-cognitive and socio-economic  systems within which 
the organization itself is embedded 

We hope this issue on “Leadership That Counts” counts  Our goals—hosting 
an engaging dialogue, recruiting good authors and publishing their high-
quality articles—were realized  But, does it count? You be the judge…if this 
issue provokes further reflection, discussion, research, learning or change, 
it counts 
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the intersection of individual and collective self. 
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Read more: www.cos-journal.com
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